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DIPINON HEADBANDS FOR WOMEN YOGA ELASTIC HAIR BANDS WORKOUT RUNNING SPORT NON
SLIP SWEAT HAIR WRAP FOR GIRLS

【Excellent Elasticity】:This women headbands wide 4 inch and long 9 inch can be stretched to 13.5 inch,suitable for different women’s head circumference, they can

stretch and fit the head very well without feeling too tight.

【2 Pieces Value Pack】:This Dipinon women hair bands Set contains 2 Solid Colors. Richly colored head wrap work well with different styles of clothing and

occasions:your daily wear, sporty dress up, or for a practical use for all-back hairstyle, etc.
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 0 reviews | Write a review

$7.99

PRODUCT CODE: 9Y-RFFQ-6ORL

AVAILABILITY: In Stock

Qty: + 1 -

  

Share

SHIPPING OPTIONS

Ships in 5 business days 

FREE in United States

Ships from US 

OFFER POLICY

OBO - Seller accepts offers on this item. 

RETURN POLICY

Full refund available within 30 days

PAYMENT OPTIONS 

ADD TO CART

DESCRIPTION REVIEWS (0)
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【High Quality Fabric】: These women headbands jesries are made of high-quality soft, breathable, stretchy fabric. The soft, breathable material makes these wide

hairbands very comfortable for everyone who wears them. Whether it's for home, office, on the go, or sports, Dipinon women headbands are the perfect choice.

【Multi-purpose】: Whether you are doing sports(yoga/running/hiking/ Jogging/Cycling /etc), party, dancer, prom or just daily life, Dipinon women hair bands not only keep

your hair style and absorb sweat but also keep you a wonderful looking,making you more attractive in any occasion. It can be fashion or sporty, can use as a Balaclava,

Wristband, Scarf, Neck Gaiter, Helmet Liner, Mask or Fashion Headwrap etc.

【Nice Design】: Carefully selected colors and classic design make the women headbands more elegant and attractive charming,the hair headbands set are the best gifts

for moms, girlfriends and friends.

Product Description

100% Handmade:Dipinon products are 100% handmade.They are produced in a very clean and safe space,Ensure that the product is clean, hygienic andsterile.They are through

strict quality inspection after production.To ensure that everyone wears it more safely and at ease

Polyester and Spandex Blend Fiber:Polyester and Spandex Blend fiber fine soft,comfortable, with a natural sheen of silk.They can stretch and fit the head,hold stillwithout

feeling tight. Keep your hair style without bringing headache. Provide excellent performance for absorbency, wicking, durability andabrasion resistance

Product information

Is Discontinued By Manufacturer  :   No

Item model number : D-471

Manufacturer   :   Dipinon
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